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AAcchhiieevviinngg  HHiigghh  QQuuaalliittyy  RReessuullttss  uussiinngg  

II--TTrraapp™™  
 
 

I-Trap™ Viewer is a powerful tool that can be used not only to adjust trapping parameters but to 

effectively learn how to create the highest quality trapping. 

Trap On Fly option helps you view and adjust trapped results without printing the proofs. 

Highlight Traps option helps to clearly indicate applied traps. 

Open your source page in the Viewer, select a part of the page and apply trapping On-the-Fly to 

immediately view the results. Modify trapping parameters and repeat trapping On-the-Fly until the 

desired results are achieved. Save the trapped page to disk and send it to the Rip for final output. 

 

In this manual you will find some examples of trapping parameters settings. 
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Miter Trapping and Fine Elements options 
Miter trapping is an art of detecting various corner conditions and adjusting the shape of the trap 

brush to produce better corner results. 

You can set the Miter Trapping parameter in the tab /Area/Parameters. 

The picture on the left in Figure 1 shows the miter trapping option turned on to demonstrate how the 

brush shape tapers down at the corners to produce the best shape. The picture on the right shows the 

miter trapping option turned off, which has resulted in some overlapping of traps in the corners. 

Miter trapping adds some overhead to the trapping process, so it is generally enabled only when the 

trap size is fairly large. The figure below shows the source data and trapped results with this option 

switched off and on. 

   

               
Figure  1 

 

The Figure 2 demonstrates using the Process Fine Elements parameter that is set in the tab 

/Area/Parameters. The check box is enabled for editing only if Miter Trapping is on. The brush 

intelligently changes its width so that traps applied to close elements don’t overlap. 
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Figure  2 

Both the miter trapping and the fine element options require longer times for job processing (up to 

30% for complex pages). 
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Image Trapping options 
Image trapping is one of the most important features of I-Trap™. The ability to properly trap image 

data is one of the features that define high-end high quality trapping. I-Trap™ provides an extensive 

set of tools for image trapping. While these tools provide the needed support for just about any type 

of image trapping, it is important to understand how to properly use these tools. 

 

The Figure 3 shows the first sample document with which to demonstrate the image trapping 

capabilities. This is a Quark document with background Line Art colors and two images placed on 

the page. In the layer above the colored boxes is a Grayscale TIFF of a spider web. This is a single 

channel file with only black channel data. In the top layer is a CMYK image consisting of 100 C 

100 Y (Green) and placed inside a clipping path to produce an outlined image. The green man 

reading a book is positioned to knockout parts of the grayscale image and the background tints. This 

image trapping example provides several complex trapping conditions. 

 
Figure  3 

In this example, all Quark trapping is turned off and a composite PS is being sent to the rip. 

 

The Figure 4 shows a sample job after being ripped and opened in I-Trap™ Viewer. As you can see 

from the info window, the cursor is placed over the green man. The blue-colored values in the 

Extended Color Info panel indicate this data under the cursor is considered image data. 
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Figure  4 

 

The Figure 5 shows a sample page with image trapping turned off and highlight trapping set to 

Red. Here you can see traps between the tint boxes but neither of the images shows any trapping. 
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Figure  5 

Note! When viewing highlight traps, you are only looking for placement. The highlight 

color can be very deceiving and actual traps should be viewed in their normal color. 

 

The Figure 6 shows a sample page with image trapping set to Trap Into the Line Work and the 

special cases for yellow and black turned on, and highlight trapping set to Red. Here you can see 

traps between the tint boxes and both images are trapped to the tint boxes as well. There are no traps 

between the two images. 

 
Figure  6 

The special case trap rules for yellow and black will override other image trapping rules when 

they are enabled. The yellow case rule will always trap the yellow tint box into the image as you 

can see in the bottom right corner of the page. The black case rule will always trap the image into 

the black tint box. 

 

The Figure 7 shows a sample page with image trapping set to Trap Into the CT and the Special 

Cases for yellow and black turned on, and highlight trapping set to Red. Here you can see traps 

between the tint boxes and both images are trapped to the tint boxes as well. There are no traps 

between the two images. 
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Figure  7 

Here you can clearly see the effect of the black special case rule. Regardless of the fact that image 

trapping is set to Trap Into the CT, with the black special case enabled, the image data traps into the 

black tint box. 

 

The Figure 8 shows a sample page with image trapping set to Only the Special Cases for Yellow 

and Black, and highlight trapping set to Red. Here you can see traps between the tint boxes and 

both images are only trapped to the black and yellow tint boxes. There are no traps between the two 

images. 
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Figure  8 

This is a suggested default setting for a general case trapping as it applies image traps in the most 

inconspicuous ways. 

 

The Figure 9 shows a sample page with image trapping set to calculate the image trap condition 

based on the same rules as it uses to apply line art trapping and the special cases for yellow and 

black turned on, and highlight trapping set to Red. You can see that portions of the images are 

trapped where needed and nowhere else. The green man is trapped to Magenta but not to Cyan. 
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Figure  9 

While in this case this appears to be correct trapping, this type of trapping can produce traps with 

uneven edges for images, which can be distracting in some cases. 

 

The Figure 10 shows a sample page with image trapping set to calculate the image trap condition 

based on the same rules as it uses to apply line art trapping and the Special Cases for yellow and 

black turned on, and highlight trapping turned to off, and Internal Image Trapping turned on. You 

can see that the green man is trapped to the web image in a real trap color. To create better-looking 

traps between the green man and the web, you should try to increase the Vignette threshold value so 

that there should be no “bulbs” along the trap line. 
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Figure  10 
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Appendix. Zone Trapping Using Acrobat 
In release 1.00 of I-Trap™, trap zones must be created using various existing tools for generating 

trap zones in different desktop page layout and viewing applications. For the purpose of this 

example, we will use the zone trapping tool for Acrobat. Please see the www.trapping.org links 

page for information on obtaining this tool. Lucid kindly acknowledges Agfa Corporation’s 

copyright of this tool and shows it only for informational purposes. 

The Figure 11 shows the main windows of the zone trapping plug-in for Acrobat in the foreground 

along with a document showing three trap areas, one of which is highlighted. 

 
Figure  11 

The basic use of the tool is to enable the preference options in the left panel and dismiss them. Click 

or draw trap zones with the trap zone creation tools. Next, using the zone settings floating palette, 

set the parameters of the zones. Once the zones are created, the job is ready to be printed to the rip. 

Trap zones may be of any shape and in any location. The only constraint is that any given pixel of a 

job may belong to only one trap zone. This means that overlapping trap zones will be resolved in 

the overlap area by the top most trap zone. 

The Figure 12 shows an area of a document that contains two overlapping trap zones. The 

underlying trap zone is curved around the bluish-colored arrow and the top most trap zone is 

selected and curves around the reddish-colored arrow. The two zones overlap as shown. In the area 

of the overlap, the top most zone (selected here) will determine the trap settings. 
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Figure  12 

The trap zone floating palette can be used to set parameters for various trap zone objects. 

Important! When processing PDF jobs with trap zones, Lucid strongly recommends 

printing PS directly from Acrobat rather than ripping the PDF file. This may change 

with future updates but the key issue is that Trap zones are stored as comments in the job 

and printing PS from Acrobat provides the Lucid I-Trap™ tools with a better access to 

these comments. 

The Figure 13 shows a print dialog with the cursor positioned on the comments option to include 

the trap zones. Language Level 3 should also be selected. 
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Figure  13 

The other settings, such as printer, copies and options should be set as needed. 

Now you can go back to the I-Trap™ user manual Chapter “Working with Areas” section and do 

your own experiments with the TrapTest.pdf file supplied in the installation. 

 


